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Sequential evacuation strategy for multiple rooms toward the same
means of egress

D. R. Parisi,1,2∗ P. A. Negri2,3†

This paper examines different evacuation strategies for systems where several rooms evac-
uate through the same means of egress, using microscopic pedestrian simulation. As a
case study, a medium-rise office building is considered. It was found that the standard
strategy, whereby the simultaneous evacuation of all levels is performed, can be improved
by a sequential evacuation, beginning with the lowest floor and continuing successively
with each one of the upper floors after a certain delay. The importance of the present
research is that it provides the basis for the design and implementation of new evacuation
strategies and alarm systems that could significantly improve the evacuation of multiple
rooms through a common means of escape.

I. Introduction

A quick and safe evacuation of a building when
threats or hazards are present, whether natural or
man-made, is of enormous interest in the field of
safety design. Any improvement in this sense would
increase evacuation safety, and a greater number of
lives could be better protected when fast and effi-
cient total egress is required.

Evacuation from real pedestrian facilities can
have different degrees of complexity due to the par-
ticular layout, functionality, means of escape, oc-
cupation and evacuation plans. During the last
two decades, modeling and simulation of pedestrian
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movements have developed into a new approach to
the study of this kind of system. Basic research on
evacuation dynamics has started with the simplest
problem of evacuation from a room through a single
door. This “building block” problem of pedestrian
evacuation has extensively been studied in the bib-
liography, for example, experimetally [1, 2], or by
using the social force model [3–5], and cellular au-
tomata models [6–8], among many others.

As a next step, we propose investigating the
egress from multiple rooms toward a single means
of egress, such as a hallway or corridor. Examples
of this configuration are schools and universities
where several classrooms open into a single hall-
way, cinema complexes, museums, office buildings,
and the evacuation of different building floors via
the same staircase. The key variable in this kind
of system is the timing (simultaneity) at which the
different occupants of individual rooms go toward
the common means of egress. Clearly, this means
of egress has a certain capacity that can be rapidly
exceeded if all rooms are evacuated simultaneously
and thus, the total evacuation time can be subopti-
mal. So, it is valid to ask in what order the different
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